
CASH BALANCE
DEFINED
BENEFIT PLAN: 
A Wealth Accumulation Strategy for High
Income Business Owners



BEFORE WE GET STARTED.. .
Many closely held business owners are looking for ways to reduce their annual income tax burden
and accelerate their retirement savings. Unfortunately, most of the conventional Defined
Contribution Plans available to them today (401k, Profit-Sharing, etc.) significantly limit the
amount the business owner can contribute to these “tax-advantaged” retirement savings plans
based on IRS regulations. 

However, a Defined Benefit Plan can allow closely held business owners to significantly increase
their ability to receive income tax benefits and accelerate tax-qualified retirement savings by
allowing much larger annual contributions than can be obtained with a 401(k) or Profit-Sharing
Plan. This gives them the opportunity to catch up on retirement savings if they delayed their
savings for retirement while significantly reducing their annual taxable income. As such, these
plans have become particularly attractive to successful closely held and professional businesses
who are initially attracted by the large deductible contributions. This includes,  physicians,
attorneys, dentists, athletes, entertainers, independent consultants, mortgage brokers, real estate
agents, software developers, moonlighters, construction trades, or any small business owner with
significant free cash flow.

The ideal small business owner candidate for this type of plan generally displays the following
characteristics:

Unlike a Defined Contribution Plan (401k, Profit Sharing), where the contribution to the
plan is defined and the benefit will be determined by investment performance and
number of years of investing, the Defined Benefit Plan allows the business owner to
target a specific lump sum benefit at a later retirement date and the annual contribution
is then calculated based on an assumed rate of return. The closer the individual is to
retirement, and the lower the assumed rate of return, the larger the contribution.

A Defined Benefit Plan is based on the age of the participant and their compensation.
Assume we have a small business owner with few, if any, employees and great cash flow.
In 2020, the IRS will allow them to use up to $285,000 of compensation for the
calculation and target a lump sum benefit approaching $3m at retirement. The actuary
will then calculate the annual contributions that need to be made to the Defined Benefits
Plan to fund the lump sum. Can you imagine how large the annual tax-deductible
contributions would need to be with say a 3-5% assumed return and a limited number of
years until retirement?

Age 45 or
older

Making at least $500,000-
750,000 annually with a capacity
to save a substantial amount of

their income

Has less than 10-15
employees

Has a current level
of income that will

continue for the
next 3-5 years



CASH BALANCE PLANS

The Plan Document provides for annual allocation and interest credit.
The interest crediting rate is usually a fixed rate between 3% and 5% but could also use a
return based on a specific market index. However, a low fixed interest crediting rate is often
preferred in order to maximize contributions in the early years and minimize the cost of the
plan.

A Cash Balance Plan is a unique type of tax-qualified Defined Benefit Plan that can be combined with
a Defined Contribution Plan to optimize the benefit for the business owner(s). It is structured to be a
tax control tool and handle the tax situation for a particular client. These “Modern Pension Plans” are
much more flexible in design than the pension plans of the past. This is what makes them such a good
tax control tool for closely held and professional businesses. 

This type of plan has experienced increased popularity in recent years for a multitude of reasons:

Niche Retirement Plan — Cash Balance Plans are a great retirement plan fit and solution for physician
groups, dental groups, and other professional practices. They also work well for other closely held
business owners or self-employed individuals.

Tax-Deductible Contributions — A Cash Balance Plan in a tax-qualified retirement plan like 401(k)
Plans. That means that the contributions made to a Cash Balance Plan are tax-deductible and the
investment earnings are tax-deferred. As such, Cash Balance Plans assets are not subject to income
tax until withdrawn from the plan or a rollover IRA.

Higher Contribution Limits — A Cash Balance Plan provides for much higher tax-deductible
contributions than a 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan alone can provide. The maximum contribution amount
is dependent upon an individual’s age and compensation, generally increasing with age.

Creditor Protection — the Plan assets in a Cash Balance Plan are ERISA creditor protected.

Flexible Design —A Cash Balance Plan can easily provide for different levels of benefit and
contributions for individual owners, physicians, partners, and other key individuals.

Supplemental to a 401(k) Plan — A Cash Balance Plan can be maintained along with and as a
companion to a 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan.

Benefit defined in Plan Document

The plan also gives the business owner the flexibi l ity to contribute more in good
years and lower the contributions when the cash flow won’t permit higher
contributions. Of course, the plan can be amended from time to time to adjust to
changes in the business situation.

Remember, you must consider the employees in the plan and their inclusion and
contributions to their account wil l  be based on a number of factors.  Before
instituting a plan of this nature, it  makes sense for the actuary to run a feasibi l ity
study to make sure the plan meets the owner’s objectives for tax, retirement, and
financial  planning. This is why this type of plan is ideal for business owners closer
to retirement with few, if  any, employees.



A Smarter Defined Benefit Plan
Communication — The benefits are communicated as an account balance that equates to what a
participant could receive in a lump sum if eligible for distribution. This is much easier for all to
understand than traditional Defined Benefit Plan benefits.
Age Neutral for Staff  — It is possible, and often common, for a Cash Balance Plan to provide for
the same contribution rate amongst staff. This was not possible with older, traditional Defined
Benefit Pension Plans and often resulted in unfavorable contribution cost amounts for certain
employees.
Increased Flexibility — Cash Balance Plans are inherently more flexible than traditional Defined
Benefit Plans when it comes to allocation and contribution amounts and ranges; allowing for
ranges of contributions each year from minimal funding to maximal deduction. The plan can also
be frozen or amended to increase benefits and funding range or lower contribution requirements
on a prospective basis.
Consistent Benefit Growth — The benefits provided by a Cash Balance Plan grow at a plan
defined interest rate and are not subject to volatile changes in the value of the benefits based
upon changes in interest rate environments like traditional Defined Benefit Plans.

Pooled (Trustee Directed) Investment Account — Since a Cash Balance Plan is a type of Defined
Benefit Plan and since the benefit amount provided to a non-owner participant is defined in the plan,
the Cash Balance Plan can utilize a trustee directed, instead of an individually-directed, investment
platform.

Can Provide for Additional Insured Death Benefits - In addition to the normal retirement benefit, a
death benefit can be provided with deductible contributions. This can also ultimately provide for
additional tax-free retirement income.

Provide an opportunity to obtain Permanent Cash Value Life Insurance with "pre-
tax" dollars;  l ife insurance premiums are typical ly not deductible.  As such, an
ancil lary benefit can be provided in addition to the normal retirement benefit .

Provide for a higher tax-deductible contribution l imit over the l ife of the plan
since the plan is funding both a retirement benefit and ancil lary death benefit .

Provide for completion of family survivor retirement planning in the event of
premature death. The plan is the owner of the policy. As such, if  death occurs
while the policy is inside the Cash Balance Plan, the death benefit is paid from
the insurer to the Cash Balance Plan. The Cash Balance Plan then pays an
amount equal to the death benefit less the cash value of the policy to the
beneficiary tax-free. The cash values of the policy plus additional assets from the
plan brokerage account up to the Cash Balance Plan retirement benefit could
then be rol led over to an IRA for the beneficiary.

Provide additional "tax-free" retirement income. At or before retirement, the
plan can permit the participant to purchase the policy from the plan for its fair
market value (cash value of the policy) or at retirement or termination of
employment, the plan could distribute the policy to the participant.  Once outside
the Cash Balance Plan, the insured can access the policy's cash values via tax-
free loans or withdrawals to supplement retirement income.

Including a l imited-pay Permanent Cash Value Life Insurance Policy in the Cash
Balance Plan wil l  provide a number of additional and desirable benefits:

INCLUDING LIFE INSURANCE IN A CASH BALANCE PLAN



CASE STUDY
A 55-year old successful small business owner with revenues of $1.8m and capacity to save a large
percentage of his cash flow was looking to substantially reduce his taxable income. His wife is the
office manager and the business pays her $50,000/year income. They have no other employees.

The following is an illustration of a combined 401(k) and Cash Balance Plan design:

The 401(k) plan assumes maximal contributions and the Safe Harbor Provision is not applicable.

The Profit-Sharing contribution is shown limited to 6% of compensation based on combined plan
deduction limits.

An after-tax contribution is included that will then be immediately converted to a Roth. This 
 contribution brings the total 401(k) contributions to the maximum available.

The Cash Balance Plan contributions shown are equal to the maximum benefit limits based upon
age and W-2 compensation.

The Cash Balance Plan includes an ancillary death benefit funded with life insurance. Including
the life insurance in the Cash Balance Plan provides for:

Higher deductible contributions as the plan would be providing both
retirement and death  benefits.

Paying premiums on permanent cash value life insurance with pre-
tax-deductible contributions

Allowing for tax free retirement and death benefits once the policies
are removed from the pension plan

The Cash Balance Plan allows for a wide range of available annual contributions. As illustrated,
the initial plan year minimal funding requirement is $58,177 and the estimated maximum
deductible contribution is $456,883.

Included are policy illustrations for the owners that tie the premiums shown as a component of
the deductible Cash Balance Plan contributions.

Included is an Economic Benefit of the Cash Balance Plan with life insurance analysis. The
analysis calculates the cost of including the life insurance in the Cash Balance Plan. The cost is
the after-tax equivalent of the additional deductible contributions provided by the life insurance
and the amount to purchase the life insurance policy from the Plan after the scheduled premiums
have been paid. The analysis also illustrates the annual return that would be necessary in a
brokerage account funded with the cost of the insurance in order to provide the same stream
of income and death benefit that the policy illustrates.



RETIREMENT PLAN STUDY

Defined Contribution Plan

26,000
26,000

Name:

Client
Client's Wife

DOB:

05/02/63
09/22/64

Nearest Age
@ 12/31/20

05/02/63
09/22/64

Projected
Comp. 

(as limited)

250,00
50,000

Cash Balance Plan

401(k)

After Tax
Convert to

Roth

22,500
34,500

Profit
Sharing

15,000
3,000

401(k) Plan
Totals

63,500
63,500

CB Investment
Account

130,161
33,515

CB Life
Insurance
Premium

111,500
29,000

Total Cash
Balance

Contribution

241,661
62,515

Overall 
Total

305,161
126,015

Highly Compensated Employee Totals 300,000 52,000 57,000 18,000 127,000 163,676 140,500 304,176 431,176

Employee Totals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Highly Compensated Employee Totals 300,000 52,000 57,000 18,000 127,000 163,676 140,500 304,176 431,176

Life Insurance
Death Benefit

1,868,769
502,662

2,371,431

0

2,371,431

Plan Efficiency

Owner Deductible Contributions
Employee Contribution Cost
Total Funding Considered
Percentage to Owners

431,176
0

431,176
100.00%

Tax Savings

Total Funding Considered
Assumed Fed. & State Income Tax Rate
Equals Estimated Current Tax Savings

431,176
43.99%
189,674



ECONOMIC BENEFIT OF CASH BALANCE PLAN
WITH LIFE INSURANCE

Including Life Insurance increases deductible contribution over life of plan by 5.3%
Sample Funding by Year

Prepared for: Client

1.
2.

Plan Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Age

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Cash Balance
Investment

Deposit

222,159
222,159
222,159
222,159
222,159
222,159
222,159
222,159
222,159
222,159

Cash Balance
Investment

Deposit

130,161
130,161
130,161
130,161
130,161
130,161
222,159
222,159
222,159
222,159

Cash Balance
Life Insurance

Premium

111,500
111,500
111,500
111,500
111,500
111,500

0
0
0
0

Total Cash
Balance Plan
Contribution

241,661
241,661
241,661
241,661
241,661
241,661
222,159
222,159
222,159
222,159

Average 222,159 233,860

Option #1 - 
Investment

Only Approach

Option #2- 
Investment and Life Insurance Approach

Option #2-
Additional Tax

Reduction

8,579
8,579
8,579
8,579
8,579
8,579

0
0
0
0

51,473

3. Same Maximum Lump Sum and Rollover to IRA of $2,667,265 with either approach after 10 years. 

*Additional Death Benefit of $1,868,769 with Option 2

4. Calculation of cost of including life insurance in Plan
Total Annual Contribution Investment and Life Insurance early years
Less Annual Contribution Investment Only Approach
Equals Additional Contribution Cost Including Life Insurance
Less Pre Tax Contribution Adjustment
Equals Annual Net After Tax Cost of Including Life Insurance Plan

241,661
(222,159)

19,502
(8,579)
10,923

5. Including Life Insurance Policy Provides for Death Benefit Coverage Throughout Lifetime and
Illustrated Annual Tax Free Retirement Income from ages 71 through 90 of $53,188/year.

6. Retirement Income - Investing $10,923 annually in a brokerage account plus the life insurance
policy purchase from the plan of $610,223 would need to return 10.11% annually to replicate the 
 stream of income provided by including illustrated life insurance in the Plan.

7. Wealth Creation - Investing $10,923 annually in a
brokerage account plus the life insurance policy purchase
from the plan of $610,223 would need to return the following
to replicate the death death benefit provided by including life
insurance in the Plan.

Age

75
85
95

Illustrated Policy
Death Benefit

1,803,686
2,364,193
3,192,984

Equivalent Annual
Return Needed in

Brokerage

17.39%
12.11%
10.40%



ECONOMIC BENEFIT OF CASH BALANCE PLAN
WITH LIFE INSURANCE



ECONOMIC BENEFIT OF CASH BALANCE PLAN
WITH LIFE INSURANCE



ECONOMIC BENEFIT OF CASH BALANCE PLAN
WITH LIFE INSURANCE

Including Life Insurance increases deductible contribution over life of plan by 5.4%
Sample Funding by Year

Prepared for: Wife

1.
2.

Plan Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Age

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Cash Balance
Investment

Deposit

57,310
57,310
57,310
57,310
57,310
57,310
57,310
57,310
57,310
57,310

Cash Balance
Investment

Deposit

33,515
33,515
33,515
33,515
33,515
33,515
57,310
57,310
57,310
57,310

Cash Balance
Life Insurance

Premium

29,000
29,000
29,000
29,000
29,000
29,000

0
0
0
0

Total Cash
Balance Plan
Contribution

62,515
62,515
62,515
62,515
62,515
62,515
57,310
57,310
57,310
57,310

Average 57,310 60,433

Option #1 - 
Investment

Only Approach

Option #2- 
Investment and Life Insurance Approach

Option #2-
Additional Tax

Reduction

2,290
2,290
2,290
2,290
2,290
2,290

0
0
0
0

13,739

3. Same Maximum Lump Sum and Rollover to IRA of $688,070 with either approach after 10 years. 

*Additional Death Benefit of $502,662 with Option 2

4. Calculation of cost of including life insurance in Plan
Total Annual Contribution Investment and Life Insurance early years
Less Annual Contribution Investment Only Approach
Equals Additional Contribution Cost Including Life Insurance
Less Pre Tax Contribution Adjustment
Equals Annual Net After Tax Cost of Including Life Insurance Plan

62,515
(57,310)

5,205
(2,290)
2,915

5. Including Life Insurance Policy Provides for Death Benefit Coverage Throughout Lifetime and
Illustrated Annual Tax Free Retirement Income from ages 71 through 90 of $14,313/year.

6. Retirement Income - Investing $2,915 annually in a brokerage account plus the life insurance
policy purchase from the plan of $157,830 would need to return 9.73% annually to replicate the 
 stream of income provided by including illustrated life insurance in the Plan.

7. Wealth Creation - Investing $2,915 annually in a brokerage
account plus the life insurance policy purchase from the plan
of $157,830 would need to return the following to replicate
the death death benefit provided by including life insurance in
the Plan.

Age

75
85
95

Illustrated Policy
Death Benefit

492,718
646,707
873,417

Equivalent Annual
Return Needed in

Brokerage

15.64%
11.59%
10.14%



ECONOMIC BENEFIT OF CASH BALANCE PLAN
WITH LIFE INSURANCE



ECONOMIC BENEFIT OF CASH BALANCE PLAN
WITH LIFE INSURANCE



Contact us to learn more and find out if a Cash
Balance Defined Benefit Plan may be right for
your assets.

Strategic Lifelines
2321 Whitney Avenue, Suite 402
Hamden, CT, 06518

 Office | 203-859-7860
Fax | 203-281-0432
www.strategiclifelines.com


